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Abstract—Image retagging is significant and essential for
tag-based applications, such as search and browsing. However,
most existing image retagging approaches are typically based on
enriching-and-removing and/or reranking strategies, which lead
to two drawbacks: 1) since the object and/or human appeared in
the images are tagged as individuals, the meanings represented
by the mutual context of object and human are ignored and not
tagged, and 2) some images which are visually dissimilar but
semantically similar could be filtered incorrectly, as they are
conflict with the content consistency rule. These two defects are
distinct especially when images with human-object interactions
are retagged. To tackle these defects, in this paper we propose
a Bayesian approach to jointly consider the human and object
in an image and retag it properly. In our approach, human and
objects in images are detected and their interrelationships are
taken into account. Tags which represent the mutual context of
human and objects are then mapped to those interrelationships
by a probabilistic graphical model. For a new image which lacks
the tag representing the interaction between human and object,
our model can correctly retag it for the interaction. In this paper,
those images involving human-object interactions are called
verb-object concept images, and experiments on a 60-class dataset
demonstrate the capacity of our Bayesian retagging approach of
verb-object concept images (BRVOI).
Index Terms—Bayesian, retagging, verb-object image.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY approaches have been developed for the work
of image retagging. Except the implementation de-

tails, most of them are based on two strategies. First, they
generally adopt enriching-and-removing and/or reranking
strategy, which focuses on selecting a coherent subset of tags
from the user-provided tags [1]–[3]. Second, they typically
obey the content consistency rule, which means that visually
similar images should have similar tags [4]–[6]. For those
images which mainly contain objects, e.g. plane, horse, car,
dog, etc., these two strategies work well. However, for images
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of some verb-object concept images. The tags above each
image with red color are the incomplete; those below each image with green
color are the proper tags.

including both object and human, these two strategies maybe
fail due to two drawbacks: 1) since the objects and/or human
appeared in the images are tagged as individuals under the
removing-and-reranking strategy, the semantic interpretations
represented by the mutual context of objects and human are
ignored and not tagged. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the
image is tagged with “man” and “horse”, but “riding”, which
represents an important semantic content of this image by
the interaction of human and object, is not tagged. 2) some
images are visually dissimilar but semantically similar, which
are conflict with the content consistency rule and could be
filtered incorrectly under this rule. The content consistency
rule in image retagging is that, if two or more images have
very similar visual features, they tend to have very similar tags
or even the same tags. In other word, if two or more images
have quite different visual features, they should have quite
different tags. This rule works well on images containing only
objects. However, images containing both human and objects
sometimes do not obey this rule. Take Fig. 1 as an example,
the two images are tagged with riding horse and riding bicycle
respectively, and their global visual features are quite different
as the two objects within them are totally different. However,
these two images should have a same tag riding”. If we use the
content consistency rule to filter their tags, as the traditional
image retagging methods did, their shared tag riding could be
filtered incorrectly.
These two drawbacks apparently harm the performance of

image retagging. The limitation is distinctly exposed when han-
dling the images which contain both human and object, as well
as human-object interactions. In this paper, we call this kind of
images as Verb-Object Concept Images. Fig. 1 illustrates some
examples. Most of existing image retagging approaches which
focus on images of only objects have the unsatisfied perfor-
mances on handling images which contain both human and ob-
jects, as they usually cannot reveal the meaning of interaction
between human and objects. At the same time, plenty of images
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the proposed verb-object image retagging approach. Note that the training images do not include any images which belong to the
verb-object concepts appeared in testing.

which contain both human and objects are existing and need to
be managed. To meet the requirement of retagging on images
containing both human and objects, we decide to focus on the
verb-object concept images in this paper.
The verb-object concept images have three characteristics.

First, each verb-object concept image should contain both
human and object. Second, the human and the object within
the image should have an interaction, while the semantic in-
terpretation of the image is represented by the mutual context
of human and object instead of the simple combination of
human and object. In Fig. 1, the tags should be “riding horse”,
not “woman” and “horse”.1 Third, the semantic similarity of
verb-object concept images is consistent with the human-object
interaction instead of their visual similarity. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, two images with a same tag “riding” have a similar
human-object interaction but dissimilar visual features. At the
same time, this kind of verb-object concept images could reveal
more complicated semantic interpretation. Therefore, the retag-
ging of verb-object concept images to reveal the human-object
interactions is necessary and significant.
To overcome the defects of existing image retagging methods

when handling the verb-object concept images, we propose in
this paper a Bayesian approach to jointly consider the human and
object in an image and retag it properly. Asmentioned above, the
images associatedwith the same verb concept are consistentwith
human-object mutual context, instead of visual similarity. We
observe that this kindof consistency canbeutilized to transfer the
verb part of a verb-object concept to other verb-object concepts
containing the same verb part. That is, for example, we can retag
an image associated with “human” and “horse” to “riding horse”
by the model learned from images tagged with “riding bicycle”
and “riding motorcycle”, while no images tagged with “riding
horse” are needed in training. To the best our knowledge, our
retagging work with transfer learning is the first attempt on tag-
ging a verb-object concept images while none of images tagged
with the same verb-object concept is used in training.

1Strictly speaking, the description “woman riding horse” is more accurate
to denote this image. However, we are dealing with the verb-object concept
images in which at least a human and an object should exist. At the same time,
we focus on the interaction of the human and object while ignoring the gender
of the human. Hence, we omit the tags which describe the characteristics of the
human, and then tags of this image become riding horse.

Fig. 2 illustrates the pipeline of our approach. Specifically,
we first obtain the spatial locations of different human body
parts and object in each image, then formulate the features of
human-object mutual context by their relative locations. At the
same time, a group of human poses is learned from all body
parts, which is called poselet here. After that, all the features
are imported into a well-designed Bayesian Network in which
nodes involve verb concept, object concept, body parts, poselet
and other observations. Finally, the joint probabilities of verb
concept, object concept, body parts and poselet are learned, and
we can use them to predict the correct verb concept of the un-
known images, that is, to retag the new images.
Our approach has utilized the spatial relationship, which has

been adopted in other tasks, like automatic image annotation. In
automatic image annotation, spatial relationship is usually used
to restrict the relative locations of objects or segmented regions.
For example, “sky” is always on the top, “grass” is always on the
bottom, and “human” is always above on “grass”. However, we
treat the spatial relationship more advanced. In our approach,
the spatial relationships of human body parts and object reflect
the semantic interpretation of an image and are used as global
features to represent the interaction of human and object. We
will elaborate more on how to utilize the spatial relationship in
Section III.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We conclude a kind of images which cannot be properly
handled by the existing image retagging methods, and de-
fine them as verb-object concept images.

• We propose a new image retagging approach in the form
of Bayesian Network. Our approach can tackle the defects
of existing image retagging methods and conduct the re-
tagging on verb-object concept images effectively.

• To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first at-
tempt on tagging a verb-object concept image while none
of images tagged with the same verb-object concept is
used in training process. The rest of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section II introduces the related work. In
Section III we elaborate our model. Experimental results
are reported and discussed in Section IV. We conclude the
paper in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review some research literatures
related to image retagging, as well as human-object mutual
context.

A. Image Retagging

Image retagging, sometimes also called as Image tag refine-
ment, is the basis of many tag-based applications, such as search
and browsing. Many research efforts have been devoted to this
area.
Tagging to image is derived from the automatic image an-

notation, which automatically learns semantic concept models
from large number of images, and uses the concept models to
label or tag new images. Many approaches have been developed
for this task, varying from training classifiers for individual se-
mantic labels [7][8] to learning relevance models between im-
ages and labels [9]–[11]. Within these approaches, models are
firstly learned from the matchup between the image content and
semantic tags based on the labeled training images by various
machine learning techniques, then used to predict the tags of
those unlabeled images.
At the same time, with the growth of social media, plenty of

images which are accompanied by imprecise, incomplete and
subjective tags provided by the users are created and shared. To
meet the requirement of tagging these images, many methods
have been proposed to refine the imprecise tags, instead of pre-
dicting tags for the unlabeled images. In [1], Kennedy et al. eval-
uated the performance of the classifiers trained with Filckr im-
ages and their accompanied tags and proposed a framework for
predicting the performance loss due to the use of noisy tags.
Liu et al. [2] proposed a method to rank the tags according
to their relevance with respect to the associated images. Wein-
berger et al. introduced a probabilistic framework to find the
ambiguous tags of images in [3]. The above works mainly fo-
cused on analyzing the relationships between images and their
associated tags, which may not contribute to the improvement
of the tag quality to some extent. To improve the unreliable de-
scriptive tags of images, many approaches on image tag refine-
ment have been proposed. As a pioneer work, Jin et al. [4] em-
ployed WordNet to estimate the semantic correlations among
the annotated tags and remove weakly correlated ones. Zhu et
al. [12] proposed an iterative approach for image tag refinement
by a matrix decomposition strategy. Liu et al. [5] proposed an
optimization framework to improve the quality of tags by mod-
eling the consistency of visual and semantic similarities of im-
ages. Sang et al. [13] introduced a tensor factorization-based
method to jointly model the relation between image and tag
to conduct tag refinement. The literature [6] provides a com-
prehensive survey of the technical achievements in the area of
content-based tag processing for social images, covering the re-
search of tag ranking and tag refinement.
Despite the encouraging results demonstrated by the existing

approaches, they typically obey the content consistency rule and
lack the utilization of relationships between human and objects
in images, as mentioned in Section I. This leads to the incapa-
bility on carrying out the image retagging of verb-object concept
images.

B. Human-Object Mutual Context
The role of human-object mutual context in object recog-

nition and action understanding was firstly confirmed by the
studies in psychology. In [14], Gallese et al. proved that move-
ment analysis in humans depends on the presence of objects,
where responses for goal directed actions are different from the
responses evoked when the same action is executed without the
presence of the object. Bach et al. showed in [15] that when
actions involving objects are perceived, spatial and functional
relations provide mutual context for the judgement of these ac-
tions. These studies proved that humans perceive implied mo-
tion from mutual context of human static poses and object.
Mutual context has been used in applications such as ob-

ject detection [16]–[18] and action recognition [19]. To model
the mutual contextual relationship between human and object,
Wilson et al. [20] indirectly modeled the effect of object on
human actions by Hidden Markov Model. Gupta et al. [21] pre-
sented an approach to estimate human pose using the contex-
tual features from the objects used in an activity. Gupta et al.
[22] modeled the interactions between human actions and ob-
ject perception, and simultaneously recognized human actions
and manipulable objects. Their further work [23] extended their
approach and integrated various perceptual tasks involved in
understanding human-object interactions. Filipovych et al. [24]
used joint probability distributions to represent both human and
object appearances as well as their intrinsic spatial relationship.
Yao et al. [25] proposed a new image feature representation to
capture the structured information of spatial configuration be-
tween human and object, which facilitated the classification of
human-object interactions. Desai et al. [26] developed a dis-
criminative model for the context-based action recognition by
learning large-scale discriminative models. Delaitre et al. [27]
investigated a discriminatively trained model of human-object
interactions for recognizing common human actions in still im-
ages. Prest et al. [28] introduced a weakly supervised approach
for learning human actions modeled as interactions between hu-
mans and objects. Yao et al. [29] proposed a random field model
to encode the mutual context of human poses and objects in
human-object interaction activities, then further extended their
model to handle multiple objects and human poses in one still
image in [30]. Despite of various models or features used in
the above works, they all proved that the human-object mutual
context is useful and could improve the performance of action
recognition or object detection, or both.
As mentioned in Section I, our task in this paper is retagging

verb-object concept images, which is substantially different
from action recognition. Although we also utilize human-object
mutual context, we do not focus on recognizing the activity
from low-level visual features, but focus on retagging the
verb-object concept by modeling the relationships between
semantic tags and mutual context. Moreover, none of methods
from action recognition can solve the problem posed in this
paper.

C. Transfer Information Between Classes
Transfer information between classes is useful in the classifi-

cation or recognition tasks for the classes which share some in-
formation. In [31], the new features are derived by selecting the
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discriminative features that proved useful for already learned
classification task, and then adapted to the classification task on
the novel class. However, this method needs at least one ex-
ample of the novel class to perform feature adaptation. In order
to classify with disjoint train and test set, Larochelle et al. [32]
assume that each class has a descriptio vector which can be
transferred between classes. In [33], Lampert et al. proposed
a method called zero-shot learning, which tried to solve the
problem of learning an object classification systems for classes
for which no training images are available. They achieved this
goal by learning an intermediate representation that consists of
high-level semantic attributes which can be reused to classify
the new objects.
We in this paper also try to infer the “verb” tag of the novel

images by learning the transferring information from the known
images. Although the idea of our method is a little similar to the
basic idea in [33], that is, both two are trying to recognize the
new image class while no training images of this class are avail-
able. However, our work is different from [33]. First, Lampert
et al. [33] focus on the object classification, while we focus on
the recognition of human-object interaction. Second, they im-
plement this by learning an intermediate representation that con-
sists of high-level semantic attributes, while we implement our
method by learning the human-object mutual context informa-
tion of the known verb-object concept images, which does not
contain high-level semantic meaning.

III. VERB-OBJECT CONCEPT IMAGE RETAGGING

This section presents our proposed scheme for verb-object
image retagging. We first describe the problem formulation and
then elaborate each component of our model.

A. Bayesian Model for Verb-Object Concept Image

Given a verb-object concept image with only human and ob-
ject tags, our goal is to find out the “verb” involved in this
image and retag it. For example, retag “riding bicycle” to an
image which is tagged with only “man” and “bicycle”, as shown
in Fig. 1. A condition which makes this task quite difficult is
that we have no images tagged with “riding bicycle” in training
dataset, but only have images tagged with “riding horse” or
“riding motorcycle”.
Fortunately, an observation makes this task become feasible.

We notice that humans usually manipulate an object in some
specific poses, which means a “verb” concept could correspond
to one or several specific poselets. Moreover, the representa-
tion of a “verb” concept also relies on the spatial relationship
between human and object. The “verb” concept is revealed by
both the poselet and the context between human and object.
Following the previous example, the poselet corresponds to
“riding bicycle” could be similar to those correspond to “riding
horse” and “climbing tree”, while the spatial relationships
between human and object within them are different. We could
then find out the verb concept “riding” instead of “climbing”
in an image tagged with “man” and “bicycle” by learning from
images tagged with “riding horse”, ”riding motorcycle” and
“climbing tree”.

Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of our Bayesian network. The hidden nodes are
shown in white and the observed nodes are shown in grey.

We realize our task by estimating the joint probabilities
of verb concept, object concept, body parts and poselet. The
graphical model used for our Bayesian network is shown
in Fig. 3. Specifically, let represent the verb concept,
represent the poselet of human poses, represent the object
concept, represent the different human
body parts, and , represent the evi-
dential variables or the observations of object and human body
parts, respectively, our goal is to estimate the joint probability

, which can be
decomposed as

(1)

After decomposition, the computation of original joint proba-
bility can be divided into several sub-tasks of computing condi-
tional probabilities. Each sub-task has its own significance. We
will elaborate each part of the model, as well as using our model
to retag the verb-object concept images in the following.

B. Context of Verb, Object, and Poselet
The probability denotes the compatibility be-

tween the verb concepts , object concepts and human
poselets . Here the poselets indicate several specific human
poses, with details introduced in Section III-C. The context
of verb, object and poselet not only reveals the semantic con-
straints between verb concepts and object concepts, but also
represents the spatial relationships within them. For example,
we can observe from Fig. 2 that, 1) the verb concept “riding”
could co-occur with object concepts “horse” and “bicycle” in
a same image, but would not co-occur with object concepts
“umbrella” and “barrel” in a same image, 2) the human in
image tagged with “riding horse” has very similar poselet with
the one in image tagged with “riding bicycle”, but has quite
different poselets with those in images tagged with “holding
umbrella” or “carrying barrel”, 3) the object “horse” is typically
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the relative location of human body part and object.
The space is divided into nine disjoint regions, and the relative location is then
modeled by a 9-dimensional binary vector. Illustration contains a human body
part (“head”) and an object (“dog”).

located under human body in images tagged with “riding” and
beside human body in images tagged with “feeding”, and could
rarely locate above human body in images tagged with other
verb concepts.
We compute the probability using co-occurrence

statistics of combinations of verb concepts, object concepts and
human poselets. Notice that, both the semantic category and
spatial location of the object concepts have been taken into ac-
count. It is formulated as

(2)

where is the total number of all training images, is the
total number of verb concepts and indicates the -th verb
concept, is the total number of human poselets and in-
dicates the -th poselet. For each object , it has two profiles

and , where indicates the location of the object in
the image, and indicates the category of the object in the
image. Correspondingly, is the total number of all possible
locations of the object and indicates the -th location, and
is the total number of all object concepts and indicates

the -th object concept. The is an indicator function, e.g.
if equals , otherwise 0.

In our approach, the location of an object is represented by
the spatial relationship between the head of human and the ob-
ject. As shown in Fig. 4, inspired by [34], we first divide the
space into 9 disjoint regions by two circles and two crossed
lines, where the centers of two circles are located in the center of
human head and the diameters of two circles are determined by
the size of the human head multiplied by two different scaling
parameters , respectively. Then the location of the object
is represented by a 9-dimensional binary vector, with only a 1
for the element corresponding to the region in which the center
of the object is located.

C. Modeling Human Poselets
represents the probability that a human body part

belongs to a certain poselet. In our Bayesian model, the node
representing poselet is a hidden node, which means that we

cannot directly observe what kind of poselet is in a verb-object
concept image. Instead, we determine the likelihood of whether
a poselet is in an image by the combination of different pre-de-
fined human body parts. The probability is parame-
terized as

(3)

where indicates the -th human body part, indicates the lo-
cation of the -th human body part, indicates the -th poselet
in all poselets, denotes the location of the -th human body
part in the -th poselet, and is Gaussian distribution with
mean 0 and variance .
In our approach, we define in total different body parts,

where and all body parts are head, torso, upper arm
(left and right), forearm (left and right), thigh (left and right)
and shank (left and right). To avoid the adverse affect caused by
different size of human bodies in different images, we compute
the location of each human body part using the similar strategy
shown in Fig. 4. The location is represented by a 9-dimen-
sional binary vector which indicates the spatial relationship be-
tween head and the -th human body part.
The poselets can be thought of as a dictionary of human poses,

where the human poses represented by the same poselet have
similar layouts of human body parts. In this work, the poselets
play an important role in modeling the verb concepts which re-
flect the human and object interactions. After observation, we
notice that a human usually manipulates an object in some spe-
cific poses, hence each verb concept could correspond to some
specific poselet.
We obtain the poselets from the training images of verb-ob-

ject concepts by clustering the configurations of human body
parts. Follow the annotations mentioned above, we denote the
human body parts sequence in an verb-object concept image as

, where is the number of body parts
and each is a 9-dimensional binary vector indicating the po-
sition of the -th human body part. As human body in each var-
ious image has different size and position, we first normalize the
range of variations of position of each body part based on the po-
sition and length of part head in each image. If there is a missing
body part due to occlusion in an image, we use the annotations
of visible body parts to find the nearest neighbor of this image,
and adopt it to fill in the configurations of the missing body
parts. A poselet is formulated as ,

, where is the number of all poselets.We adopt the same
distance measuring criterion with [30], that is, the distance be-
tween two poselet and is measured by ,
where indicates the weight vector. We then conduct hierar-
chical clustering to obtain a set of clusters. Each cluster repre-
sents a poselet.
Illustrations of some poselets in our work are shown in Fig. 5.

Note that a verb concept could correspond to several poselets
as the diversity of human action. For example, verb “carrying”
corresponds to two different poselet, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of some poselets and their corresponding verb-object concept images. The grey color ellipse accompanying with each poselet indicates the
typical location of objects corresponding to this poselet. Note that, a verb concept could correspond to several poselets, e.g., “carrying” corresponds to two different
poselets.

Fig. 6. Examples in which poselets in two images with different “verb” con-
cepts are very similar. Their semantic difference hence could not be only re-
vealed by poselet, but also revealed by the relative position of object within
images. The grey color ellipse accompanying with each poselet indicates the
location of objects within each image.

D. Context of Object and Human Body Parts
As mentioned in Section III-A, a “verb” concept is repre-

sented by both the poselet and the context between human and
object. Take Fig. 6 as an example, an image taggedwith “writing
on board” involves a very similar poselet with an image tagged
with “holding torch”. What makes them different is the spatial
relationship between human and object. Generally, we believe
that the presentation of an object in an image could affect the
likelihood that each human body part presents in some specific
location related to the object. For example, the body part shank
could be very close to the object in an image if we know this
object is “horse”, and could be far from the object if we know
this object is “milk”.
We model this relationship constraint as probability

, which is parameterized as

(4)

where each variable is defined as the same as in (2) and (3),
except . Here we compute individual for each human

body part . For a human body part , the relative location
of object is computed using the similar strategy shown

in Fig. 4, where the center of space is the body part . In order
to reduce the model complexity, we do not take into account the
size of object, but only utilize the center of the object to compute
the relative location.

E. Observations

As shown in Fig. 3, the nodes of object and each human
body part have observations and , respectively.
In our approach, we train a set of object detectors and human
body part detectors, and use them to capture the object and
human body parts in each image. Specifically, the probability

indicates the likelihood of which a detected object
really belongs to a known object concept. Suppose is the
value of the detection score output by the object detector in a
verb-object image, we estimate the probability as

, where is the normalization
factor.
Similarly, the probability indicates the like-

lihood of which a detected human body part really belongs to a
known part. Let be the value of the detection score output by
the human body part detector, we estimate the probability

as , where
is the normalization factor.
For each detection, the locations of the object and human

body part are also used to compute the relative locations used
in (2), (3) and (4).

F. Retagging

Our target is to retag the correct “verb” to a verb-object con-
cept image with only human and object tags. Notice that when
we try to retag an image which belongs to a certain verb-ob-
ject concept, we do not use any image that belongs to the same
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verb-object concept in training process. This leads to that we
have to infer the real “verb” tag of an image by learning from
the related verb-object concept images, instead of those with
the same verb-object concept. For example, if we want to retag
a test image with groundtruth tag “riding bicycle”, we will not
use any images tagged with “riding bicycle” in our training.
Give a new test image, what we have is only its “object” tag.

We need to infer its “verb” tag based on its known “object”
tag. We first adopt the pre-trained detectors to obtain the posi-
tions of the object and human body parts, as well as the proba-
bilities of which belong to those positions, then input those re-
sults into our Bayesian model learning from training images.
In our work, the object concepts appeared in test images may
not be involved in training images. Hence, we replace the ob-
ject concept in a test image by each known object concept in
training images successively, while reserving its position output
by detector. After that, we could determine the “verb” tag
according to (1), which is formulated as

(5)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset and Experiment Configuration

To evaluate our approach, the dataset used for experiments
has two requirements: 1) each image contains a “verb-object”
concept and has tags of human, verb and object for training and
testing (verb tag is used as groundtruth for evaluation when
testing), and 2) each “verb” concept is involved in a set of
“verb-object” concepts with different “object” concepts, for ex-
ample, “riding” is involved in “riding horse”, “riding bicycle”
and “riding motorcycle”. Notice that, the second requirement
is used to evaluate the retagging ability of our model. These
co-occurrences of some verb-object concept pairs are not our
mandatory assignment, but come from the real-world general
knowledge, like, people in the real world would riding a bike,
motorbike or horse, but will not riding a vegetable, umbrella
or book. To the best of our knowledge, most existing image
datasets do not meet our requirement. Hence we collect our own
“verb-object” concept image dataset and conduct experiments
on it.
We first define 60 different “verb-object” concepts, which

involve 20 different “verb” concepts and 50 different “object”
concepts and consist of the combinations of those “verb” and
“object” concepts. In order to meet the requirement of our
model, each “verb” concept must combine with at least two
different “object” concepts and form two different “verb-ob-
ject” concepts. For example, there are “riding horse”, “riding
bicycle”, “riding motorcycle”, “feeding horse”, “feeding dog”,
“walking dog”, “walking pig”, “climbing tree”, “climbing
mountain”, and so on. Then we collect 200 images for each
“verb-object” concept through Google Image search. Our
dataset is not totally different from any existing dataset. Indeed,
it involves the data of some other existing dataset. We also

employ some images of human playing musical instrument
(like “playing bassoon”, “playing cello”) from a public human
and object interaction dataset PPMI [25]. In total there are
12000 images for 60 “verb-object” concepts in our dataset. We
make sure that each image contains at least one person and
this person has interaction with the object corresponding to the
“verb-object” concept. After that, each image is assigned three
tags: “human”, “object” and “verb”. In our work, we focus on
tackling the object which has the interaction with human and
retagging this interaction for the image. Hence only the eligible
object in a image is assigned with tag, and those objects which
do not have interaction with human are not assigned with tags,
like “sky”, “ground”, etc. Fig. 7 illustrates all the “verb-object”
concepts in our dataset and an illustrative image corresponding
to each “verb-object” concept. For simplification, we do not
list all three tags of each image but only show the “verb-object”
concept.
From Section III we can see that, our image retagging scheme

requires a set of human body part detectors and object detectors.
We train individual detector for each human body part and each
object using the Deformable Part Model [35], which is a mix-
ture of some discriminatively trained classifiers based on the
Histogram of Gradient [36] features.
To learn the parameters of our Bayesian model, we use a

fully supervised approach in training. We annotate the human
body parts and objects in each training image and then learn
all parameters for individual likelihood functions and the
conditional probabilities. The human poselets introduced
in Section III-C are also obtained based on the annotations
of human body parts. Compared with the unsupervised ap-
proaches, the poses denoted by each poselet are tightly clustered
in terms of configurations of body parts, which lead to a better
human pose representation and estimation.
Besides, some parameters in our model are set experimen-

tally. The scaling parameters and are set as 0.5 and
4 respectively, which are used to divide the space shown in
Fig. 4. During the clustering of obtaining human poselets in
Section III-C, the number of clusters is set as 4 times of the
number of all “verb” concepts, that is 80.
In testing, we adopt the unsupervised approach. All the

human body parts and objects in each testing image are detected
by those trained detectors. Notice that, a testing image has
tags of “object”, hence we will not try all the object detectors
on each testing image, but only use the corresponding object
detector. The locations of human body parts and object of a
testing image, as well as other output of detectors, are input
into our Bayesian model to infer the “verb” tag of this image
by (5). We use the Loopy Belief Propagation algorithm [37] for
inference over our Bayesian model.
The object tag of a testing image plays an important role in

testing. Since while testing on a new image, we need to first
determine the location information of the object which has in-
teraction with human in the image, then pass this location infor-
mation to our Bayesian model to infer the verb tag. Hence the
accuracy of detecting the object location in a testing image di-
rectly impacts the final retagging accuracy in our method. If the
detector passes a totally incorrect location of the object which
has interaction with human to our model, the model would not
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Fig. 7. Illustrations of all the “verb-object” concepts in our dataset and an illustrative image corresponding to each “verb-object” concept. For simplification, we
do not list all three tags of each image but only show the “verb-object” concept.

infer the correct verb tag. To improve the performance, we uti-
lize the accompanied object tag to determine the object in the
testing image. This process would help our model to obtain a
more accurate object location information while detecting the
object. Notice that, knowing the object of a testing image will
not reduce the searching space of verb tag by any textual or se-
mantic constraint. The reason is that the verb-object pair of a
testing image is not involved in the training set, and our model
has no prior knowledge about this verb-object pair.

B. Evaluation of Retagging
As pointed out in Section I, the retagging task in this paper

is a little bit different from those traditional image retagging
methods on social images due to the specifics of verb-object
concept images. On one hand, our retagging relies on the un-
derstanding of the inner relationship between the components in
images, while other image retagging methods may only utilize
the low-level visual feature of the whole image. On the other
hand, our retagging task tries to find the only correct “verb”
tag of a “verb-object” image based on its “object” tag, while
other image retagging methods could rerank, remove or replace
several tags of the image. Due to these differences, the tradi-
tional image retagging methods cannot be used as comparisons
to our method on the task of verb-object concept images retag-
ging, and the evaluation of the performance of our method is
different from those used in traditional tasks.
In order to demonstrate the characteristics of verb-object con-

cept images, as well as to fully confirm the effectiveness of our

BRVOI retagging method, we design and compare with the fol-
lowing methods.
• Retagging on low-level features (RLF). This method treats
the retagging task as classifications and tends to find out
the “verb” concept in each image while ignoring the “ob-
ject” part. Each time, we choose one “verb-object” tag,
pick out all the images with this tag and set them as testing
images, then treat all the left images as training images.
During the training, images with the same “verb” tag are
treated as the same class, regardless of the “object” tag. For
example, images with tag “riding horse”, “riding bicycle”
and “riding motorcycle” are in the same class “riding”. For
each training image, we first use a bounding box to pick up
the human based on the annotations, then extract the visual
features on the normalized bounding box, and then train a
multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier on
the features. The visual features used here are Fisher vec-
tors [38]. In experiments, we make use of 128-D SIFT de-
scriptors [39] to compute the Fisher vectors. We then train
a SVM classifier for one “verb-object” concept according
to the above strategy, which results in a set of classifiers on
all 60 “verb-object” concepts. Notice that, these classifiers
can only recognize the “verb” concept. When testing, for
each chosen “verb-object” concept, we carry out classifica-
tion on images of this concept with the corresponding clas-
sifier. If an image is recognized as the same “verb” class
as the one in its “verb-object” tag, it is retagged correctly.
Otherwise it is not retagged correctly. For example, if a
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testing image with “riding horse” is recognized as “riding”
class, it is retagged correctly.

• Retagging on human poses (RHP). This method also treats
the retagging task as classification and adopts the similar
strategy with RLF. The only difference is that RHP uses
human pose features, instead of low-level visual features.
In this method, we extract human pose features on each
bounding box of human in each image and train multi-class
SVM classifier on these features. The human pose fea-
tures in each image are the same as the features we used to
cluster the Poselets in Section III-C, which is the concate-
nation of the positions of all human body parts. We believe
that the human pose features could reveal the relationship
between the configurations of human body parts and se-
mantic interpretation of the whole image. The evaluation
criterion is the same as in RLF.

• Retagging on human poses mixed with training images
(RHP-T). This method is almost the same as RHP. The
only difference is that, in RHP we do not use any image
with one “verb-object” concept when training the classifier
for this “verb-object” concept, but in RHP-T we use 25%
of images with one “verb-object” concept when training.
For example, when choosing images with “riding horse” as
testing images and training classifier for “riding” in RHP-T
method, we randomly pick up 25% images with “riding
horse” and add them into the training +set. Notice that for
the same task in RHP, we will not pick up any image with
“riding horse” to form training set.

• Retagging on low-level features and object features
(RLFOF). This method is the improvement of RLF. In this
method, we not only extract HOG features from the human
bounding box, but also extract the object features. The
extraction of object features follows the strategy shown
in Fig. 4, which results in a 9-dimensional binary vector
for each image. The object features indicate the relative
location between human body part and object involved
in the image. We combine the HOG features of human
bounding box and object features, and train a set of SVM
classifiers. The evaluation criterion is the same as in RLF.

• BRVOI. This is our Bayesian Retagging approach of verb-
object concept images proposed in this paper. We skip the
experimental configuration here as it has been illustrated
in Section IV-A. Each time, we choose one “verb-object”
tag, take out all the images with this tag and set them as
testing images, then train the proposed Bayesian model
on all the left images in our dataset. This results in a set
of Bayesian models, in which each one corresponds to
a “verb-object” concept. When testing, a testing image
together with only “object” tag are input into the corre-
sponding model and handled according to the approach
proposed in Section III. If the “verb” predicted by the
model is same as the one in its groundtruth “verb-object”
tag, it is retagged correctly. Otherwise not. For example,
we pick out all the images tagged with “riding horse” for
testing, and train Bayesian model on all other images in
dataset. Then we input each testing image together with
only tag “horse” into the model. If the model can predict
the tag “riding”, it is retagged correctly.

Fig. 8. Average retagging accuracy comparison of RHP and RHP-T.

• BRVOI-P. This method is a variant of BRVOI with the dif-
ferent division of training and testing set. In this method,
we train one Bayesian model for multiple verb-object con-
cept images every time, while in BRVOI we train a model
for only one “verb-object” concept every time. Each time,
we treat those “verb-object” concepts with the same “verb”
as a group and choose one “verb-object” tag in each group.
As there is 20 “verb” concepts in our dataset, each time we
will choose 20 “verb-object” concepts.We then pick out all
the images with these tags and set them as testing images,
then train the proposed Bayesian model on all the left im-
ages in our dataset. The evaluation criterion is the same as
in BRVOI. Notice that there are too many choices of how
to select “verb-object” concepts (about combinations),
hence we only randomly choose 10 times here and calcu-
late the average accuracy over 10 results.

Firstly, we present the comparison results of average retag-
ging accuracy on methods RHP and RHP-T. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. We can see that the result of RHP is lower than
RHP-T. According to the design of RHP-T, we could find that
RHP-T has used a part of images with the “verb-object” tags
in training while these “verb-object” tags are used for testing.
This configuration makes RHP-T method become a traditional
action recognition approach. At the same time, RHP method
keeps being a retagging task, as it does not use any images of
one “verb-object” in training to recognize images of the same
“verb-object”. Besides, RHP uses the configurations of human
pose as features, which reveal the spatial relationships of human
body parts. The RHPmethod works only on our observation that
the spatial configurations of human pose in a “verb-object” con-
cept image can be transferred and used to recognize the human
pose in images with the same “verb” tag but different “object”
tags. For example, it uses only the human poses in “riding horse”
and “riding bicycle” to recognize the human poses in “riding
motorcycle”. This observation is one of the bases of our model
proposed in this paper, and the results in Fig. 8 support this ob-
servation. The average accuracy of RHP method could reach
nearly 60 percent, which is only about 4% lower than RHP-T.
The results prove one basis of our work.
Secondly, the average retagging accuracy comparisons of

RLF, RHP, RLFOF and our BRVOI are shown in Fig. 9. From
the results, we can see and infer that
• The result of RHP method outperforms RLF method. The
difference of RLF and RHP is that RLF uses low-level
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Fig. 9. Average retagging accuracy comparisons of RLF, RHP, RLFOF, and
our BRVOI.

visual features while RHP uses spatial relationships of
human body parts as features. This result proves that
the spatial configuration of human body parts is more
consistent with semantic interpretation on “verb” concepts
than low-level features, and these spatial features are more
useful in recognizing the “verb” involved in the image
with new “verb-object” concept that has not appeared in
training.

• The result of RLFOF method outperforms RLF method.
The difference of RLFOF method with RLF method is
that RLFOF additionally uses object location as object fea-
tures. This means that RLFOF not only considers the visual
features in recognizing the “verb” involved in the image,
but also takes into account the human-object interaction.
The combination of human visual features and object lo-
cation features reveals the mutual context of human and
object. We believe that this kind of mutual context leads
to the improvement of RLFOF method comparing with
RLF method on inferring the “verb” involved in verb-ob-
ject concept images. This improvement also demonstrates
the significance of the mutual context of human and object
in representing the semantic interpretation of verb-object
concept images.

• The results of RLFOF method and RHP method are both
higher than RLF method. RHP method has considered the
spatial features of human poses but ignored the object fea-
tures. RLFOF method has taken into account the mutual
context of human and object in verb-object concept im-
ages but still used low-level features instead of spatial fea-
tures of human poses. The outcome that the average ac-
curacies of RHP and RLFOF are both higher than RLF
demonstrates that, both spatial features of human poses
and object features of mutual context play important roles
in representing the “verb” concept in verb-object concept
images, and can benefit the recognition of “verb” involved
in the image with one “verb-object” concept based on im-
ages with other “verb-object” concepts. For example, tag
“riding” is not only determined by that the human has a
half squat pose, but also determined by that some object,
like “horse”, is under the human body.

• The result of RLFOF method is slightly higher than RHP
method, about 2 percent. This outcome demonstrates that
the mutual context of human and object is a little bit

more important than human poses features in representing
the “verb” concept in verb-object concept images. For
example, whether a person is squatting or half squat-
ting beside a “horse”, the verb tag is more likely to be
“feeding”, not “riding”.

• The result of our proposed BRVOI method outperforms all
other methods, including RLF, RHP and RLFOF methods.
Our BRVOI gets about 20% improvement than RLF. Even
for the highest baseline RLFOF, our BRVOI gets about
8% improvement. The results demonstrate the effective-
ness of our BRVOI method on retagging the verb-object
concept images. Specifically, to infer the verb concept in
“verb-object” image and retag it, our BRVOI approach
takes into account both spatial features of human poses and
object features of human-object mutual context. Although
the “verb-object” concept involved in the image we want
to test is not appeared in training set, our BRVOI approach
could learn the representation of this “verb” from other
“verb-object” concepts and tag it correctly. For example, to
determine the verb tag of a testing image tagged with only
“horse” is indeed “riding”, our BRVOI learns the human
pose from both “riding bicycle” and “riding motorcycle”
and learns the human-object mutual context from both “
riding bicycle” and “feeding horse”, then simultaneously
considers the joint probability over all possible verb con-
cepts and finally determines the tag “riding”. This leads to
the effectiveness and advantage of our BRVOI method.

Thirdly, we show the the retagging accuracy comparisons of
RHP, RLFOF and our BRVOI on each “verb-object” concept in
Fig. 10. We can observe that, our BRVOI approach outperforms
the other two methods in every “verb-object” concept. This ob-
servation demonstrates the effectiveness of our BRVOI method
on retagging the verb-object concept images. We also observe
that the accuracies on different “verb-object” concepts of our
BRVOI can be quite different, varying from over 0.9 to about
0.4. We believe that this is caused by the different diversity
of human pose and human-object spatial relationship. In the
images of some “verb-object” concepts, like “holding torch”,
“holding umbrella”, “riding horse” and “riding bicycle”, the
variation of human poses is not large over the same verb con-
cept, the variation of human-object spatial relationships is also
small. These low variations lead to the high accuracy. In con-
trast, the variations of human poses and human-object spatial
relationships in some “verb-object” concepts with the same
verb concept, like “washing clothes” and “washing dish”, are
both large. e.g., the human may stand, sit, or squat, the object
may locate on desk, or on the ground. The large variations lead
to the low accuracy. However, the diversity not only affects
our BRVOI method, but also affects the other two baseline
methods. On each “verb-object” concept, our BRVOI method
still wins.
Finally, we provide the comparison results on our BRVOI and

its variant BRVOI-P in Fig. 11. BRVOI method and BRVOI-P
method adopt the same Bayesian model proposed in Section III.
The difference is that, each time we train model on 59 “verb-ob-
ject” concepts and test on one “verb-object” concept in BRVOI
method, while each time we train model on 40 “verb-object”
concepts and test on 20 “verb-object” concepts in BRVOI-P
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Fig. 10. Retagging accuracy comparisons of RHP, RLFOF, and our BRVOI on
each “verb-object” concept. The results are sorted in descending order of the
accuracies on BRVOI.

method. From the result shown in Fig. 11 we can observe that,
the average accuracy of BRVOI-P method is lower than BRVOI
method. An explicable reason is that we believe that images with
one “verb-object” concept can not only help to recognize image
with the same “verb” tag, but also can benefit the recognition
of images with other “verb” tag. For example, to retag “riding”

Fig. 11. Average retagging accuracy comparison of BRVOI and BRVOI-P.

to a test image tagged with “horse”, the images of “riding bi-
cycle” can help to determine that the verb concept is “riding”,
the images of “feeding horse” can also help to determine that
the verb concept is not “feeding”. The BRVOI-P method picks
up 20 “verb-object” concepts (one concept for one verb) for
training, which weakens this kind of benefit and leads to the
lower performance.

C. Comparisons With Action Recognition

Our goal in this paper is to retag the verb-object concept im-
ages by inferring the embedded “verb” while none of the im-
ages tagged with this verb-object concept or this verb-object
concept itself is used in training. To the best of our knowledge,
none of the existing action recognition methods can achieve our
goal. Our work is substantially different from action recogni-
tion or activity recognition. It is indeed a task of retagging with
transfer learning. However, by setting a different configuration,
our method could also be used to do general pose-based action
recognition. To have amore comprehensive view of ourmethod,
in this section, we will do some comparisons with several ex-
isting action recognition methods.
We select two recent action recognition methods which both

tried to recognize human-object interactions in images. They are
• Gupta et al. [23]. In their work, authors have utilized a
Bayesian approach to infer the human-object interactions.

• Yao et al. [30]. Authors have utilized human poselets
to infer the human-object interactions in a Conditional
Random Field, which is derived from the authors’ pre-
vious work in [29].

We conduct comparing experiments on our dataset introduced
in Section IV-A. In order to make our method be used in action
recognition, we have to use different experimental setting from
Section IV-B. To eliminate the transferring ability, we here use
60% images of every verb-object concept through all 60 con-
cepts for training, and the left 40% for testing. Both methods in
[23] and [30] will use this setting. Besides, our method needs
the object tag of the testing image to infer the verb tag. For
fairness, while testing on [23] and [30], we also utilize the ob-
ject information in advance. Notice that, according to the details
of methods [23] and [30], giving object information in advance
will reduce the difficulty of action recognition and improve the
results much.
The comparison results are shown in Table I. We also provide

the retagging results in this table for comparison, while have
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON OUR DATASET WITH DIFFERENT
PURPOSES AND SETTINGS. THE PERCENTAGES SHOWN ARE THE AVERAGE

ACCURACIES OVER ALL VERB-OBJECT CONCEPTS

been done in Section IV-B. From the results, we can infer the
following.
• For action recognition purpose and setting, the accuracy
of our method is higher than [23], and is slightly lower
than [30]. On one hand, both our method and [23] have
used Bayesian approach. We believe that the poselets and
human body parts information used in our method lead
to the higher performance. On the other hand, [30] also
utilize the poselets information, and an additional iterative
procedure to recognize action, which could be the reason
that it outperforms our method.

• Although our method could not outperform all baselines
in action recognition, it has absolute advantage in the task
of retagging with transfer learning which proposed in this
paper. Actually, our method is designed for the retagging of
verb-object concept images.Whether [23] or [30] could not
finish this task. Both of them need training images of a verb-
object concept to recognition the same verb-object concept
in testing, while our method does not need. We believe
that this ability is the main contribution of our method.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Bayesian retagging approach that

aims to correctly retag the “verb” tags to verb-object concept
images. We formulate the problem as a Bayesian Network
model and simultaneously take into account the human poses
and the human-object spatial relationships. By learning from
the trained verb-object concept images, our approach can retag
the images of a “verb-object” concept which does not appear in
the training set. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first attempt on this task. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed method.
In our model, we do not take into account the size of the ob-

ject, but only utilize the center of the object to compute the
human-object spatial relationship. Experientially, to consider
the size of the object could further improve the performance of
our model. We will explore its effect in future work.
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